The Power of Three
Mirum is available in three behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aid
styles. Your hearing care professional will help you select
the hearing aid that is most suitable for your hearing loss and
your preferences.

For over twenty five years, our professional associates
at Audina® Hearing Instruments, Inc. have designed and
produced state-of-the-art hearing instruments to improve
the lives of hearing loss patients.

FOR YOUR PRECIOUS
MOMENTS IN LIFE

• Privately owned American company and industry leader
• Comprehensive product line to accomodate all hearing loss needs
• Internationally recognized – exporting to over 45 countries
BTE Models

Pico Rite

Nano

Power

BTE Top Shell Colors

SABE

MSIL

ANBR

MAC

sand
beige

metallic
silver

antique
bronze

metallic
anthracite

Visit www.audina.net for more information about
hearing and hearing loss.

MIRUM
HEARING AIDS

Technology that Works
for You

Impressive Sound Quality
and Comfort

Enjoy Your Freedom

We know you don’t want to miss any precious moments in
life. Audina`s Audio Efficiency™ technology will work for
you to ensure that you find the right balance between
speech understanding and listening comfort in a wide range
of everyday situations. There are also many accessories
available to support your priorities in life.

State-of-the-art technology is brilliantly designed to
enhance life’s precious moments.

Audina provides everything you need to help you understand
speech better in challenging listening environments.
Accessories can also make wearing a hearing aid easier and
more comfortable than you might think.

ChannelFree™
Audina’s proven signal processing system provides you
with a distinctively clear and natural sound quality. It is a
unique gem among the industry.

INDIVIDUALIZATION

Noise Reduction Systems

SPEECH

COMFORT

Audio Efficiency™

Mirum stands out for all the right reasons. With unmatched
features and accessories in its class, let Mirum shine for you.

Background noise, rustling newspaper or the clatter of
silverware does not need to be such a threat to your
comfort. Neither does feedback. With feedback cancellers
and noise reduction features, Mirum provides a much more
comfortable and less tiring hearing experience.

··

The SoundGate Mic is a light and tiny device worn
by the person with whom you are speaking. Sound
is directly transferred to your hearing aids via the
SoundGate 3.

··

The RC-N remote control allows you to discreetly
adjust the volume or change programs

··

Connect a range of Bluetooth ® audio devices
via the SoundGate 3, and control them with the
SoundGate App* right on your iPhone ®

Live Music & Cinema Programs
The rich sound quality of the cinema or a live concert
contributes to the overall experience. Audina’s Live Music
and Cinema Programs featured in Mirum cater to the
unique characteristics and wide dynamic range of these
sound situations. Experience the cinema and live music in
all its fullness.

SoundGate Mic

RC-N

SoundGate 3

Apple and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and
other countries.
*S
 oundGate App supports iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c,
iPhone 5, iPhone 4s, and iPhone 4. The SoundGate App requires
Audina’s SoundGate 3 and wireless hearing aids.

